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Features * Manage WhatsApp Chats easily * Export WhatsApp Chats as text file, sqlite database file or WhatsApp backup file * Search WhatsApp Chats by keywords * Move WhatsApp Chats to a new group * Move WhatsApp Chats in the same group * Move WhatsApp Chats in all groups * Move WhatsApp Chats to another chat app * Remove WhatsApp Chats from all groups * Create a new group, and select WhatsApp Chats * Create a
new sub-chat, and select WhatsApp Chats * Copy WhatsApp Chats to another app * Sorting out WhatsApp Chats The app is compatible with any Android device running Android 4.0 or higher. What's New 1.Added search result by file name and url; 2.Added export to.csv or.sqlite; 3.Added import and manage chat function; 4.Added sort the message by all, hot, new, and last time; 5.Added support for Android 4.3 and above; 6.Added option
for copy chat to another app; 7.Added some bugs fixed; 8.Changed the icon; 9.Changed some text. Highlights 1.Added search result by file name and url; 2.Added export to.csv or.sqlite; 3.Added import and manage chat function; 4.Added sort the message by all, hot, new, and last time; 5.Added support for Android 4.3 and above; 6.Added option for copy chat to another app; 7.Added some bugs fixed; 8.Changed the icon; 9.Changed some text.
You May Also Like Stay Connected Download apps OnePlus Express Unlocked Review ✅ Buy the OnePlus 6T for the price of the OnePlus 6T Plus (in the UK) ➡️ ? How much did you pay for your OnePlus 6T? ? Have you been thinking about upgrading to the OnePlus 6T? ? If so, you’ll love our OnePlus 6T review! The OnePlus 6T is your favourite device on our site right now, and our top pick in the OnePlus 6T category, but that’s not
where […] Raspberry Pi Zero W 4GB SD Card Review ✅ Buy the Raspberry Pi Zero W for the price of the Raspberry Pi Zero (in the
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It is a user-friendly macro application. Use with the Hotkey skill and switch hotkeys with other applications. It is the very best macro recorder on Android. Features: Recording/playing favorite commands, Hotkey, send to record to clipboard, clip video and play video. You can record the current windows (if the application is in fullscreen mode), which are using the clipboard and replay a replay of a time window. Special hotkey: Open the
current app, and open another window of the selected app to full screen. Customize recording location, Hotkey recording without switch to clip video, prevent recording, manage files, edit clips. Transfer clips from the clipboard to the recording location. Support unlimited number of clips. Edit the content of the clip to make the recording. Support batch recording. Export clip to save to any file. Support change the language for selecting the
start and end of recording. Start/Stop recording automatically when a clip is selected. Advanced Macro: Record macro while switch to fullscreen mode and clip video. Record macro while switch to the specific app. Record macro while switch to specific window. Record macro while open the app, and open a window of the specific app to fullscreen. Record macro while open the app and open a new window. Record macro while launch any
application. Record macro while the app in the foreground. Paste/Replay Clip Shortcut: Without clip video, open the current app, and open another window of the selected app to fullscreen. Without clip video, open the current app, and open a new window of the selected app. Without clip video, open the current app, and open a new window of the selected app to fullscreen. Export Clip to Save to Any File Full-Screen Mode Without clip video,
open the current app, and open a new window of the selected app to fullscreen. Without clip video, open the current app, and open a new window of the selected app. Without clip video, open the current app, and open a new window of the selected app. Customize Recording Location Without clip video, open the current app, and open a new window of the selected app. Without clip video, open the current app, and open a new window of the
selected app. Without clip video, open the current app, and open a new window of the selected app. Without clip 1d6a3396d6
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We created the application to make the life of people more convenient. Sosueme for WhatsApp was created to make it easier to get what you want. Our application is easy to use, while it brings you all the features you need. Our application is a very useful application which help you manage your WhatsApp chats, contacts and their corresponding messages. It is not only a WhatsApp chat manager, but also helps you backup your WhatsApp
chats, and export them easily. This application has many features. You can view your contacts, groups and other functions easily. You can search and easily extract specific chat conversations, text string, picture or file. Export your chat conversations and save them on your SD card. You can view messages without the need for your phone to have internet connection. You can send message to all the contacts in the groups with a single click. You
can easily export your chat conversations and save them on your SD card. You can view your contacts and groups easily. You can easily back-up all your chats and contacts to your computer or phone. It is a beautiful and very useful application. You can download and install it easily. You can have more than one WhatsApp chat on your phone. You can easily browse all your groups and contacts. You can edit and delete any group or contact
easily. You can view all your WhatsApp chats easily. You can access your WhatsApp chats with just one click. It is a simple and very useful application. The application is free of any in-app purchases. You do not need any additional apps to use it. It is easy to use, and you can download it easily. Supported models: Huawei P20, Huawei P20 lite, Huawei P20 lite lite, Huawei Mate 10, Huawei Mate 10 lite, Huawei Mate 10 lite lite, Huawei Mate
RS, Huawei Mate RS lite, Huawei Mate RS lite lite, Huawei Mate RS lite lite, Huawei Mate RS lite lite lite, Huawei Mate RS lite lite lite lite, Huawei Mate RS lite lite lite lite, Huawei Mate RS lite lite lite lite lite, Huawei Mate RS lite lite lite lite lite, Huawei Mate RS lite lite lite lite lite lite, Huawei Mate RS lite lite lite lite lite lite, Huawei Mate RS lite lite lite lite

What's New In?

WhatsApp is the world’s most popular cross-platform messaging application that is free and available on multiple devices, including iOS, Android, Windows Phone and BlackBerry. With WhatsApp you can chat with your friends and family in real time, wherever you are, and share pictures, videos, voice notes, documents, location and more. The application keeps track of all your chat messages, WhatsApp contacts and groups, as well as all
your WhatsApp voice and video calls. There is also a calendar with WhatsApp events integrated, and a camera function for snapping photos, even when using WhatsApp Web, using your computer or tablet. Key features: * Import and export messages from all types of contacts * Search for all WhatsApp contacts * Send WhatsApp stickers and call video clips * Create a WhatsApp group * Import WhatsApp contacts * Create WhatsApp group
chats * Take a video call with one or more contacts * Save WhatsApp contacts to a file * Add WhatsApp contacts to the phone * Delete contacts and groups from WhatsApp * Import WhatsApp groups from contacts * Export WhatsApp contacts and groups * Export WhatsApp chat history * Import WhatsApp chat history * Convert WhatsApp contacts to contacts * Convert WhatsApp contacts to groups * Convert WhatsApp groups to groups
* Delete WhatsApp contacts and groups * Add new contacts to WhatsApp * Convert contacts to groups * Convert groups to contacts * WhatsApp contacts export * WhatsApp groups export * Share WhatsApp contacts and groups * Extract WhatsApp contacts * Extract WhatsApp groups * Download WhatsApp contacts and groups * Import WhatsApp contacts * Import WhatsApp contacts from a file * Delete WhatsApp contacts and groups *
Delete WhatsApp contacts * Remove WhatsApp contacts * Delete WhatsApp contacts and groups from a contact * Remove WhatsApp contacts and groups from a group * Create WhatsApp chat * Call groups * Invite WhatsApp groups * Marking WhatsApp contacts * Marking WhatsApp contacts with WhatsApp status * Mark WhatsApp contacts as VIP * Mark WhatsApp contacts as important * Mark WhatsApp contacts as unimportant *
Mark WhatsApp contacts as read * Mark WhatsApp contacts as read with WhatsApp status * Mark WhatsApp contacts as read and important * Mark WhatsApp contacts as read and important with WhatsApp status * Mark WhatsApp contacts as read and unimportant * Mark WhatsApp contacts as read and unimportant with WhatsApp status * Update WhatsApp contacts * Add WhatsApp contacts * Import WhatsApp groups * Export
WhatsApp groups * Find WhatsApp contacts * Find WhatsApp groups * Export WhatsApp contacts * Convert contacts to groups * Convert groups to contacts * Convert contacts to groups * Convert contacts * Import WhatsApp contacts from a file * Export WhatsApp contacts from a file * Import WhatsApp groups from a file * Export WhatsApp groups from a file * Import WhatsApp contacts * Convert contacts to groups * Export contacts
as groups * Extract contacts * Convert contacts * Convert groups * Extract
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System Requirements For Sosueme For WhatsApp:

Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, or Windows Server 2008, 2010 or 2012 1 GHz processor (Intel Core2Duo, AMD Athlon, or equivalent) 256MB of RAM (1GB recommended) 5.2GB of available hard-drive space Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible video card with 256MB of video RAM Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card with stereo or 5.1 channel surround sound Networking: High
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